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ABSTRACT
For research and development as well as applications-oriented
studies in remote sensing, sub-units, called test sites, are used to
describe the areas being studied. It is desirable to obtain enough
measurements for.any given variable to be able to confidently describe
the mean and standard deviation. The results reported in this paper
indicate that eight samples may be adequate for plant height determinations
whereas approximately 20 samples are needed for plant- and soil-moisture
characterization. A sampling intensity of 18 was found to be suitable
for detecting within-field variability over time and between-field
variability for the same crop. Although the gathering of this many
samples may be impractical, it appears to be necessary to confidently
describe the means and standard deviations of the variables measured
in this experiment. The results also indicate that the necessary saoq)le
sizes may vary according to (1) the physiological growth stage of the
crop, and (2) recent weather events that may affect the moisture and/or
height characteristics of the field in question.
xv
The va Lo of using remote sensing techniques to monitor the
earth's surface has received much attention in the past decade.
Application-C related to studies of snow, soil moisture,.agricuitural
productivity, geology, etc., have been proposed, and in some cases
implemented, during this period of rapid development. In the future,
ccitinued development ,.nd increased use of these techniques can be
expect A.
P:*oind investigations of the area to be remotely Sampled are used
co eap ratc the sensor's output for both research and development and
applications-^riented studies. The types of ground investigations
performed in support of remote sensing studies are summarized by
Reeves (1975). In general, small areas are selected from the entire
area to serve as test sites for sampling purposes. Therefore, an
important question to consider is whether the test sites adequately
represent the entire area being. investigated. For any given variable
to be measured, statistical procedures can be used to determine the
sampling intensity required to describe the mean and standard deviation.
However. constraints on manpower, time, equip t, and other resources
usually prevent this approach._
The Remote Sensing Laboratory (RSL) has been investigating the
microwave interaction with vegetation media for the past eight years.
Radar backscatter behavior as a function of the geometrical and electrical
properties of vegetation, and the use of radar for crop identification
have been studied (Ulaby, 1981). Although the sampling techniques for
ground-truth data acquisition in soil moisture studies have been
evaluated (Rao, 1976), a similar study has not been conducted for the
1
vegetation experiments.
This report investigates the variability of ground-truth data
collected for vegetation experiments conducted at the RSL. Two
different fields of wheat and a field of corn were sampled on two dates
to provide a data base for this study. The variability of crop- and
soil-parameters within a field, between two fields of the same crop
typej, and within.a field over time were compared statistically. The
results were used to evaluate ground-truth sampling programs carried
out in support of vegetation studies and to make recommendations for
future experiments.
2.0 GROUND TRUTH DATA COLLECTION
The test site used for this experiment is located in the Kansas
River fioodpiain near the confluence of the Kansas River and the Wakarusa
River east of Lawrence, Kansas. This area is characterized by a diverse
assemblage of soils with a variety of crop types present, and is the site
of current RSL experiments involving crop-discrimination and soil-moisture
studies. Wheat 4 and Corn 6 were both located on a silt-loam soil while
Wheat 8 was on a sandy-loam soil. The tmo . wheat fields were sampled
on June 10 and 17, 1981, while the corn field was visited on June 17 and
30.
Each field was sampled in the same way, as follows: A 40-meter
swath was identified on the road-side of the field by means of surveyor
flags. The ground-truth team was composed of six individuals split into
three groups of two individuals each. From the start of the identified
swath they proceeded directly into the field for a distance of 35 meters.
Using this location as a reference point, three plots of 10 m x 10 m,
r
z
each separated by S meters, were marked out. One team then proceeded to
each of these plots to sample plant height, soil moisture, and plant
moisture. For the what fief both spike height and leaf height
were recorded. Figure 1 illustrates the plot- and sampling-locations
within a field.
Each field worker sampled each variable three times, giving rise
to six samples per plot and eighteen samples per field. Sample locations
were randomly chosen by each individual within his respective plot.
Plant- and'spike-heights were measured to the nearest CM using a meter
stick. Soil samples were collected with a trowel for the O-S-cm depth
and stored in plastic coffee cups for later gravimetrie. moisture analysis.
One corn print per sample location was obtained for gravimetric moisture
determination while half a linear-foot of row was sampled in the wheat
fields.
3.0 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Due to the paucity of data points (3) per individual, within-plot
variability could not be evaluated. The data collected by each pair of
individuals were then pooled on a plot basis. The same pair of individuals
visited the same plots in each field so that the comparison of the six
samples for each variable from any given plot would be valid. All statistical
analyses were performed using the SPSS system of computer programs
(Nie at al., 1915: Nit and Hall, 1981).
Naparmmmmetric statistics were used as there were not enough observations
to specify the distributions of the variables. The one-way analysis of
variance developed by Kruskal and Wallis (19S2) was used to determine
whether all plots within a field were from the same populations. To
3
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find out if there were sipificant diffa in a variable between the
two wheat fields$ the Nave-Whitney mean test (Finn and Whitney, 1947)
Was applied. The Milcoxon matched-pairs ranked-signs test was used to
checked for differences between the same variable in a field on too
different dates (Milcoxon, 1945). Between-field differences for the
wheat fields were also determined using the classical T-test for
independent samples. Similarly, the T-test for depena knt samples
was amhployed to further investigate differences between the same
•	 variable in one field at two diffem times.
4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The field data for the wheat fields are presented in Table 1 and
for the corn field in Table 2. Computer outputs for the various
statistical tests can be found in Appendix I. Results from the
Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANONA (Table 3) indicate that in approxintely
half of the cases there was a significant difference between plots
within a field. Spike height exhibited the greatest variability, with
four out of the six cases indicating significant differences. Plant
water content, leaf height, and soil moisture were significantly
different 50 percent of the time.
The results in Table 3 also indicate that Wheat 8 changes from
conditions of law variability on June 10 to high variability on June 17
for the variables measured. Wheat 4 shows mixed results, with similar
field variability between the two dates, but for exactly opposite
plant/soil variables. Cara 6 exhibits high variability an both dates
for the three variables measured. These results indicate that a sample
size greater then six per field is needed to confidently determine the
mean of the variables observed in this experiment.
W
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The calculated cans (1) and standard deviations (M repwted in
Tables I and 2 can be used to estiate the sampling intensity required
to accurately determihe the man 90 percent of the time. The formula
uses to calculate this sampling intensity is
N = '-X ta ^ 
2
Nx.l /
where
N - estimated sampling intensity
^$ = sample size for estimates of M and s^
sa = standard deviation from Tables 1 and 2
M = mean from Tables 1 and 2
Table 4 presents the estimated sampling intensities obtained using this
expression.
These results indicate that 68'percent of the variables measured
wring this experiment require a sample size of fewer than 18 for
estimating the mean and standard deviation. The average estimated
sample size for these variables is 8. In general, smaller sample sizes
are needed for plant-height measurements compared to plant- or soil-
moisture observations. Soil moisture is quite variable and thus a larger
sample size is needed to estimate the mean and standard deviation. Rao
(1976) reports sample sized of 11-32 for the 0-5-cm depth in a 21-acre
field, which is similar to the average number of 20 reported in Table 4.
Crop moisture in the corn fields is quite uniform during the growth stage
(vegetative) that the plants were in during this experiment. Thus,
small sample-sizes will adequately describe the mean and standare
deviation. However, the wheat fields were maturing during this experiment
and thus moisture conditions were changing. This is reflected in the
6
sample sizes reported in Table 4.
Since the means and standard deviations used to estimate the sample
sizes reporter above are based on a small sample-size (18), the estimated
sa ling intensity must not be considered absolute. However, the results
indicate approximately the number of samples that is required to accurately
describe the variables measured in this experiment. It appears that height
characteristics should be estimated using sample sizes of 6-10 mile the
moisture estimates require more samples (12-20) for accurate determinations.
The sampling intensity will also be a function of the growth stage of the
crop in question, as well as recent weather events.
Between-field variability for the two wheat fields was assessed
using both nonparametric tests and the classical T-test procedure
for independent samples. The results (Table 4) are the same for
both approaches and indicate no significant difference between fields
for spike height and leaf height on June 10. In all other cases, the
means for the observed variables are significantly different at the
99-percent confidence level.
At th+s time of year, the wheat drops are approaching maturity
and little change in plant growth is expected. The significant
difference in the plant-height variables found on June 17, but not
on June 10, may be due to crop damage caused by bad weather in late
May and early June. More damage, from wind and rain, was observed
in Wheat 4 than in meat 8 on the June 10 sample data. By June 17,
Wheat 8 had recovered to a greater extent than had Wheat 4. Although
the sample size appears to be too small for within-field variability
analysis of plant- and soil-moisture differences, the highly significant
results reported in Table 4 indicate that the pooled samples are
sufficient to detect between-field differences.
7
The results of the comparisons within a field over time are present-
ed in Table 5. Very similar results are found using parametric versus
nonparametric statistical procedures. The argument presented above for
between-field variability in wheat-plant height variables can be applied
to the results in Table 5. Similarly, it appears that the pooled
sampling intensity is large enough to detect differences, in the other
variables within a field over time. This is expected for the moisture
variab les, as rainfall events and changes in plant maturity occurred
during the time period of the experiment. Corn is in a vegetative stage
of growth at this time of year and thus is rapidly increasing in height.
This change is readily detected using the sampling intensity method and
methods reported above, as the 99-percent significant level in Table 5 	 j
E
indicates.
Thus it appears that six samples per field is an inadequate number to
determine the mean of the plant-soil variables observed in this experiment.
Height characteristics can be estimated with approximately eight samples
while approximately 20 samples are needed for moisture estimates of plants
and soil. These sample sizes may vary according to (1) the growth stage
of the field in question, and (2) recent environmental events such as rain-
fall. A sample size of 18 appears to be suitable for detecting between-
field variability and temporal within-field variability of the measured
plant-soil variables. Although this sampling intensity might often be
impractical, it may be necessary to produce reliable quantitative results.
An experiment needs to be conducted, with a larger sample size than was
used in this effort, to more accurately determine within-field variability
for these plant-soil parameters.
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TABLE 1
Field Data for Wheat Fields # 4 and 8
June 10
	
June 17
FIELD PLOT SAMPLE SPIKE	 LEAF PLANT SOIL
	
SPIKE LEAF PLANT SOIL
#	 #	 #	 HEIGHT HEIGHT H2O H2O
	
HEIGHT .HEIGHT H2O H2O
W4 1	 1 96 70 47.57 33.79
2 98 70 55.24 31.83
3 105 70 52.65 33.33
4 97 65 52.39 29.90
5 96 73 54.60 31.92'
6 94 67 55.20 35.22
2	 1 97 72 51.17 27.32
2 98 70 51.02 36.73
3 102 78 53.02 33.02
4 105 75 56.13 36.17
5 104 82 51.87 34.16
6 98 72 61.48 32.92
3	 1 105 74 55.87 38.80
2 101 76 54.81 35.48
3 106 75 55.80 37.80
4 105 79 56.41 36.61
5 99 69 53.32 33.95
6 98 76 53.69 36.60
106 66 37.14 37.00
92 61 35.25 34.72
103 72 42.11 40.71
98 66 37.88 36.17
105 73 67.24 42.22
100 78, 55.29 38.83
111 74 32.49 37.50
95 68: 35.50 35.51
91 63'. 40.45 36.90
95 75 37.47 37.38
95 14• 40.08 36.53
96 73 34.93 35.91
93 74' 40.38 41.12
91 64 41.99 36.18
92 67, 43.27 39.12
85 65 37.06 36.97
88 68' 43.73 39.98
92 67 41.15 38.00
W8
MEAN	 99.94 72.94 54.01 34.20
STANDARD DEV.	 4.17	 4.36 2.93 2.87
1	 1 100 70 43.27 20.64
2 98 63 45.40 24.41
3 95 73 44.16 17.77
4 94 58 '.9.29 22.24
5 97 69 0.19 21.06
6 102 68 48.31 19.58
2	 1 92 65 54.84 21.38
2 99 60 55.41 19.38
3 97 55 50.26 21.90
4 108 79 44.46 19.71
5 98 75 43.98 20.94
6 101 72 47.09 21.51
3	 1 89 63 43.99 20.82
2 111 74 53.82 21.65
3 113 86- 53.31 25.03
4 100 70 46.99 21.56
5 111 81 50.95 17.63
6 108 78 45.39 24.89
96.0 69.33 41.30 37.82
6.73	 4.85 8.16	 2.09
70 5' 13.08 36.89
78 48 12.16 24.12
80 54 16.41 25.23
85 49 18.37 24.44
67 41 8.50 20.96
74 46
60
6.57 24.07
91 16.79 22.96
82 63 21.90 22.61
80 58 24.37 24.08
90 61 20.60 24.60
77 64 21.02 23.31
84 62 17.97 22.63
86 60 17.98 23.82
92 73 27.78 24.31
83 63 20.74 22.93
91 66 31.26 22.95
95 68 27.41 22.48
96 68 30.14 22.42
i
	
MEAN100.72 69.94 48.34 21.20
	
83.39 58.94 19.58 24.16
STANDARD DEV.	 6.89
	
8.31 4.03 2.08
	
8.29
	 8.48 6.95 3.34
10
}
June 17
	
SPIKE	 PLANT	 SOIL
	
HEIGHT	 H2O	 H2O
June 30
SPIKE PLANT SOIL
HEIGHT	 H2O	 H2O
TABLE 2
Field Data for Corn Field #6
C6	 1 1 188 89.73 21.99
2 191 90.73 22.01
3 186 91.33 19.57
4 195 91.07 23.20
5 175 91.54 22.22
6 190 92.01 22.19
2 1 195 90.90 22.42
2 192 92.43 24.77
3 193 93.03 25.40
4 185 92.46 19.99
5 200 92.41 19.24
6 179 92.12 20.72
3 1 161 93.79 19.69'
2 183 90.80 20.04
3 181 90.72 17.02
4 169 91.57 20.66
5 163 90.42 17.70
6 161 92.12 15.52
MEAN 182.61 91.62 20.80
STANDARD DEV. 12.29 1.02 2.55
275 82.22 24.82
273 81.65 24.77
274 81.94 30.76
285 82.14 28.13
283 91.63 31.24
280 81.75 28.82
264 83.89 25.93
255 82.00 26.81
270 80.60 22.86
268 83.82 23.09
260 83.21 21.77
290 83.00 23.28
264 79.91 24.91
256 83.88 28.52
265 83.81 27.32
270 82.44 24.17
267 81.43 28.50
250 79.59 28.02
269.39 82.76 26.32
10.76 2.58 2.77
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TABLE 3
Kruskal-Wallis One-Way ANOVA Results
for Wheat Fields #4 and #8 and Corn Field #6
FIELD
b DATE
SPIKE
HEIGHT
LEAF
HEIGHT
% PLANT
14DISTURE
% SOIL
MOISTURE
W4 - June 10 NS S** NS S**
W4 - June 17 S** NS S* NS
W8 - June 10 NS NS NS NS
W8 - June 17 S*** S*** S*** NS
C6 - June 17 S*** -- S* S**
C6 - June 30 S** -- NS S**
NS - no significant difference between plots
S*, S**, S*** - 90, 95, 99% significance levels respectively
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TABLE 4
Sample Size Estimates from Field Standard Deviation and Mean
FIELD SAMPLE
# DATE VARIABLE SIZE
W4 June 10 Spike HT 3
Leaf HT 6
Plant H 5
Soil H2O 13
June 17 Spike HT 9
Leaf HT 9
Plant H 70
Soil H2O 6
W8 June 10 Spike HT 8
Plant H2O 13
Soil H2O 17
June 17 Spike HT 18
Leaf HT 37
Plant H 227
Soi 1 H 34
C6 June 17 Spike !.. 8
PlantH 1
Soil H 27
June 30 Spike HT 3
Plant H 2
Soil H7 20
13
TABLE 5(a)
Vann-Whitney U Test for Between-
Field Variability of Wheat 04 and meat d8
SPIKE LEAF % PLANT % SOIL
-DATE HEIGHT HEIGHT MDISTURE MOISTURE
June 10 NS NS S*** S***
June 17 S*** S*** S*** S***
TABLE 5(b)
T-Test for Independent Samples of
Wheat !4 and Wheat #8
SPIKE LEAF % PLANT % SOIL
DATE HEIGHT HEIGHT MOISTURE MOISTURE
June 10 NS NS S*** S***
June 17 S*** S*** S*** S***
NS -.io significant difference between means
S*** = M significance level
14
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TABLE 6(a)
Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Ranked-Signs,T t
for Within-Field Variability Over Time
•SPIKE LEAF % PLANT % SOIL
FIELD HEIGHT HEIST MDISTURE MOISTURE
W4 NS NS S*** S***
WS S*** S*** S*** S***
C6 S*** -- S*** S***
TABLE 6(b)
T-Test for Related Samples to Detemine
Within-Field Variability Over Time
SPIKE LEAF % PLANT % SOIL
FIELD HEIGHT HEIGHT MOISTURE MOISTURE
W4 NS S** S*** S***
we S*** S*** S*** S***
C6 S*** -- S*** S***
NS - no significant difference between means
S** - 95% significance level
S*** = 99% significance level
15
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	 CHI QUARI , IGN, F Afil
KRUSKAL-WALLIS 1-MAY ANOVA
swe	 SOILWATER2
BY PLOT	 PLOT
UN EN
MEAN
N
 RANKS	 10010	 6.5	 11
CONNECTED FOR TIES
-- ------CASIS --- CHt—SQUAR	
9
	 •
2
	
J -- SlGNIFlj:N81	 -CHI SQUARI--SIZNIFISANSIa	 3013	 2	 3.13	 1
ffm_	 19
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ORIGM1A6 PAGE IS
OF pppR QUALM
SPSS G.T.VARIABILITY
-	 FIL_E_ 	AME	 ( C REA TION DATE_NON_ s 10- 21 -81)
— — — — — KRUSKAL-WALLIS 1-WAY
_
ANOVA
SHSPIKEHT
----
	
-..--
	 -	 --
___..._^—_..--
-----
--- '-'-- - PLOT	 - --	 ---BYPLOT
PLOT1	 2
-__	
3
--__NUMBER -	 - __ .-.___.. 66 6
MEAN RANKS
	
7.25	 8.62 12.83
CORRECTED FOR TIES
CASES
	 CHI -SQUARE	 SIGNIFICANCE CHI-SQUARE SIGNIFICANCE
r	 --	 ---	 1 E
	 - --	 3.652 0.161 3.671 0.160
— — — — — KRUSKAL—WALLIS 1 -WAY ANOVA
LH	 LEAFHT
BY PLOT	 PLOT
PLOT	 1	 2 3
NRANKSMEAN	 7.17	 8.50'12.83
-------._.
	
--------_._.__-----_--- ----.—.----_____..
_____CORRECTED - FOR - - T!ES
CASES	 CHI-SQUARE SIGNIFICANCE CHI-SQUARE SIGNIFICANCE
to	 3.696 0.158 3.706 0.157
— — — — — KRUSKAL —WALLIS 1 —WAY ANOVA
PW	 PLANTWATER 1
BY	 PLOT ------'—'- PLOT--
PLOT	 1	 2 3
---- -NUMBER — -----6 ------6 6	 - — ---,. - --	 -- ---
MEAN RANKS
	 7.50	 10.67 10.33
CORRECTED FOR TIES
CASES
	
CHI-SQUARE SIGNIFICANCE CHI-SQUARE SIGNIFICANCEi E-------1.275 ----- - -- 0.529
 - 1.275 —___ _0:529
P
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SPSS 69?*VARtABILITY
KRUSKAL—WALUS
 
1—WAY ANOVA
PLOTBY PL 	 LO
•
1RNUMBEPLOT 36	 6 6
MEAN -RANKS
	 8*67	 8.17
CORRECTED FOR TIESCASES
	 CHI—SQUARE	 SIGNIFICANCE CHI	 SQUAR SIGNIFICANCE
18	 1.509 0.670 1.509 0.470
KRUSKAL—WALLIS 1—MAY ANOVA
_sme	 SPIKENT2
BY PLOT	 PLOT
PLOT	 - -1
-3
NUPBER	 6	 6
MEAN RANKS
	 41?5	 9.33 14,41
-.--.-----CASES -------CHI — SQUARE — SIGNIFICANCE
CORRECTED
—CHI —SQUARE-
 FOR TIES
SIGNIFICANCE18	 9.845 0.007 9.865 0.087
KRUSKAL— WALLIS 1 —WAY ANOVA	 -
LHO	 LEAFHT2
BY PLOT	 —PLOT
PLOT	 1	 2
NUMBER	 6	 6
3
6 
MEAN RANKS
	 3.50	 50 14050--.--
CORRECTED FOR TIESCASE	
3
I	 CHI—JQUARE
	 SIGNIFICANCE
1	 0*001.053
CHI
	 JQUARJ SIGNIFIS!N
0 
SE
3.09 1
21
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ORIGINAL PAGE 19
OF POOR QUALM
I	 SPSS G.T.VANI'ASILITY
KRUSKAL-WALLIS I-WAY ANOVA
PWO	 PLANTWATER2
9Y PLOT	 PLOT
PLOT	 1	 2 3
NUMBER	 6	 6 6
M EAN- RANKS
	 4,00	 10.33 14.17
CORRECTED FOR TIES
CASI
S	 CHI-SQUARE
a	 11,099
SIGNIFICANSE
4
CHI-fQUARE SIGNIFICANCE
0,0 11099 0,004
KRUSKAL-WALLIS I-WAY ANOVA
S68	 SOILWATER2
BY PLOT	 PLOT
PLOT	 2 3
NUMBER
RANKS	 12.58	 9.08 614EAN 7.00
FOR TIES
-CAS	 S---	 CHI-SQUARE
ia
SIGNIFTCANCE
CHI!ORRECTED
SQUARE- SIGNIFICANCE
3.263 0.196 3.263 0.196
22
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SPSS GoToVARIABILITY
FILE NONAPE	 (CREATION DATE • 10-21-81)
KRUSKAL-WALLIS 1 —WAY ANOVA
SHSPIKENT
BY PLOT -----'PLOT
PLOT	 1	 2 3
NUMBER	 6	 6 6
MEAN RANKS	 11.25	 13.08 4,17
CORRECTED FOR	 TIES
CASESCHI —SQUARE SIGNIFICANCE CHI—SQUARE SIGNIFICANCE
18	 - -
	
-	 9,336 0.009 9.356 0.009
KRUSKAL-WALLtS	 1-WAY ANOVA	
-
PW	 PLANTWATER
BY PLCT	 PLOT
PLOT	 2 3
NUMBER	 6	 6 6
MEAN RANKS	 6.67	 13.42 8-42
_CORRECTED FOR TIES
CASE	 CHI—SQUA
16
R5 SIGNIF18!NCE6
05.,15
CHI — SQUA;j SIGNIF18!NCj
0
KRUSKAL—WALLIS	 1 — WAY ANOVA
SW	 SOILWATER
BY PLCT	 --- —	 -----PLOT
PLOT	 1	 2 3
NUMBER	 -- 6	 -6 6
MEAN RANKS	 11,83	 11.83 4.83
CORRECTED FOR	 TIES
CASES	 CHI—SQUARE SIGNIFICANCE CHI—SQUARE SIGNIFICANCE
8 -- --	 ---6.877 - 0.032 6.817 0,032
23
ORIGINAL PAGE 15
OF POOR QUALITY
SPSS 6,T*VARIABILtTY
KRUSKAL-WALLIS 1-WAY ANOVA_..
swe SPIKEHT2
BY PLOT PLOT
PLOT 3
MEAN
NUMBER
RANKS 14.58	 8.11
CORRECTED FOR TIES
CASES CHI-SQUARE SIGNIFICANCE CHI-SQUARE SIGNIFICANCE
18 8.468 0.014 8.485 0.014
KRUSKAL-WALLIS 1-WAY ANOVA
Pws PLANTWATER2
BY PLOT PLOT
PLOT 1	 2 3
NUMBER 6	 6 6
14EAN RANKS 9117
	 11,33 sloo
CORRECTED FOR TIES
CHI-SQUARE SIGNIFICANCE -- CHI	 SQUARE SIGNIFICANCE
is 1.205 0.548 1.205 0.548
KRUSKAL-WALLIS 1-WAY ANOVA
Swe SOILWATER2
8 Y_ P L. 07	 ------- PL O-T
PLOT 3
NUMBER 6 6
MEAN RANKS 12083
	
4.83 --10,,83
CORRECTED FOR TIES
CASES CNI-SQUARE SIGNIFICANCE CHI-SQUARE SIGNIFICANCE
18 71298 0.026 7,298 0.026
# 7m
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SPSS 6.T.VARIABILITY
FILE NONAME	 (CREATION DATE n 10-21-81)
- - - - - MANN-WHITNEY U - WILCOXON RANK SUM W TEST
SH	 SPIKEHT
BY FIELD- --- -.FIELD.--
M
iiEANO RANK NUMBER II.MEAN DRANK NUMBER
--ISO 18	 _. 19.00 .	 18 -	 ....
EXACT CORRECTED FOR TIES
U W 2-TAILED P Z	 2-TAILED P
153.0 324.0 0.79G5 -0.2859	 ----- 0.7749
- - - - - MANN-WHITNEY U - WILCOXON RANK SUM W TEST
LH	 LEAFHT
BY FIELD	 FIELD
-- FIELD	 -- s 4 FIELD	 s - g
MEAN RANK NUMBER MEAN RANK NUMBER
20.72 18 16.28 18
EXACT	 .- - - -	 --CORRECTED-FOR TIES
U W 2-TA LED P 2	 2-TAILED
-
P
0.2042122.0 373.0 0.2142 1.2697
- - - - - MANN-WHITNEY U - WILCOXON RANK SUM W TEST
PW	 PLANTWATER
BY_FIELD - ----FIELD
FIELD	 s
MEAN RANK
4
NUMBER
FIELD	 •
MEAN RANK
8
NUMBER 
___18 ----	 - -	 12.00 -- - -- - 1 g	 — -------
EXACT CORRECTED FOR TIES
U W 2-TAILED P 2	 2-TAILED P
---
-450.0 --- 0.0001 _- - 3.7017	 -- 0.0002
25
ORIGINAL PAGE 18
OF POOR QUALITY
SPSS	 6,T.VARIABILITY
- - - - MANN-WHITNEY U - WILCOXON RANK SUM W TEST
SW	 SOILWATER
BY	 FIELD	 FIELD
FIELD	 • 4 FIELD	 s 8
_	 MEAN RANK NUMBER MEAN RANK NUMBEgR
_ 27.50 18 4150 ._ 18
--
TIES
0. 495.0 2 -TAIL	 P0.0000
COZRRECTEpp_FOR
2 PO.00QO-5.1255
- - - - - MANN-WHITNEY U - WILCOXON RANK SUM W TEST
SH8	 SPIKEHT2
BY	 FIELD	 FIELD
FIELD	 s 4 FIELD	 s 8
MEAN RANK NUMBER MEAN RANK NUMBEER
25.50 18 11.50 18
EXACT CORRECTEI FOR TIES
_	 U	 _.	 - W 2-TAILED P Z -TAILED P
36.0 459.0 0.0000 -3.9950 0.0001
- - = - - MANN-WHITNEY U - WILCOXON RANK SUM W TEST
LH8	 LEAFHT2
BY	 FIELD	 _.FIELD
FIELD	 = 4 FIELD	 s 8
MEAN RANK NUMBER MEAN RANK NUMBER
25,17 18 11.83 18
CORRECTED FOR (TIES
41.0
_EXACT
S
2	
P0.0001 2j-3.8040 P0.0001453.0
26
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OF POOR QUALITY
SPSS 6.T.VARIABILITY
U - WILCOXON - RANK- SUM' W"TEST• ^'-yy^e^^ RANA+W
`
N'TTNEY
FIElO	 iIE
LDWAtER2
BY
4 FIELD	 • aFIELD	 s
PEAN RAAK NUMBER MEAN RANK NUMBER 
27.50	
_ _	 _.	 a 
- -	
w	
_	
9150
EXACTO
gg
EOEP-FOU W 2- P
0.000
CJRRECTEQ
cc 0.0000. 495.0 -S.1	 SS
- - - - - MAN%-WHITNEY U - WILCOXON RANK SUM W TEST
--SW8 -	 SOILWATER2
BY	 FIELD	 FIELD
FIELD	 • 4 FIELD	 = 8
-- NEAN RAAK NUMBER MEAN RANK NUMBER
2t.17 18 9.83 Is
EXACT CORRECTED FOR TIES
U	 ^...__.^_._ . ^_^_. --2-TAI	 ED	 P	 __.._..__._
0.000
_. _.	 2 -TA j LED P
0.Q0006.0 48910 -4.9 S6
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SPSS G.T . VA RIASILITY
FILE	 NONAME	 .._ -(CREATION DATE • 10. 21 -a1) _^- __.__ _ _.
•	 - WILCOXON MATCHED-PAIRS SIGNED-RANKS TEST
sm
WITH SHB ^_^^SPIKEHT2
CASISS
•13 -RANKS
TIES	
-	 SEAS -'
S +RANKS
^_ 9!10
-1.
	 ;2	 --
pp2-TO10E2 P
f	 - - - - WILCOXON MATCHED-PAIRS SIGNED-RANKS TEST
LEAFNT2WITH LN9
CASES
10 -RANKS
TIES	 MEAN
S •RANKS
MEAN t 2-TAI	 D P
O.OS318 3	 9140 5.20 -1.931
- - - - - WILCOXON MATCHED-PAIRS SIGNED-RANKS TEST
PW PLANTWATER
WITH PWO "- -`PLANTWATER2
16 -RANKS 2 +RANKS
CASES TIES	 MEAN MEAN Z 2- TAI	 ED P
_	 0	 10.06 __ 5.00 -3.286	 - 0.	 01
- - - - WILCOXON MATCHED-PAIRS SIGNED-RANKS TEST
SWe SOItLWATSR2WITH
1	 -RANKS
	
_.__ 17 -+RANKS --- --- _ --.-
CASES TIES	
4.00 9.32 —3349 2•t0.0 0 PE
E
28
SPSS 6,T,VARIAIDILITY
FILE	 NONAME	 (CREATION DATE n 10-21-81)
40 WILCOXON HATCHED-PAIRS SIGNED-RANKS TEST
SH SPIKENT
WITH- S NO ---SP I K E H12
18 -RANKS 0 +RANKS
CASfj TIE8	 14EAN
9. so
MEAN f 2,4 2-TAIbSS P
0* 0*
WILCOXON HATCHED-PAIRS SIGNED-RANKS TEST
LN LJAFNT
WITHLN9 L AFHT2
16 -RANKS 2 *RANKS
CASES TIES	 MEAN MEAN z 2-TAILED P
18 0	 10.31 3.00 -3,462 0.001
WILCOXON MATCHED-PAIRS SIGNED-RANKS TEST
PW PLANTWATER
WITH PW9 —VLANTWATER2
18 -RANKS 0 +RANKS
CASES TIES	 MEAN MEAN z 2-TAILED P18 ---- 	 -	 0	 9.50 00 -3.724 --0.000
WILCOXON HATCHED-PAIRS SIGNED-RANKS TEST
S
 S O I L W A T E R
WITH S68 SOILWATER2
--RANKS 14 ♦ RANKS
CASES TIES	 MEAN MEAN. z 2-TAILED P
is 4.50 10,93 -2.940 0.003
--
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ORIGINAL PAGE 19
OF POOR QUALM
SPSS 6.T.VARIABILITY
l	 FILE_ 	 NONAME(CREATION DATE • 10-21.81)_
- - - - ,YILCOXON MATCHED-PAIRS SIGNED-RANKS TEST
SPIKE•MT2-	 WITH SH 8
0	 RANKS 18 ;RANKS i
CASES TIED	
_	
DEAN
9ES0 -3.24 `2- TOI000 P
- - - - - WILCOXON MATCHED-PAIRS SI6NED-RANKS TEST
.	 PU PLANTWATER
WITH PW9 PLANTWATER2
17 -RANKS 1	 ♦RANKS
P2-T0.GA518 TIES
10.00 1100 -3.680
o
- - - - - WILCOXON MATCHED-PAIRS SIGNED-RANKS TEST
SW SOILWATER
WITH SW9 `--- SOILWATER2
1 -RANKS 17 ♦ RANKS
CASES TIESs	 MEAN MEAN Z
-
2-TAI
	
E0 P
1a 0	 3.00 9.88 -3.593 0.00
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